Dmt and IDC
KOH CHANG
Koh kood / koh mak

THAILAND
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Why take DMT / IDC @ BBdivers?
You want to become a dive master or go all the way up to Padi Instructor ….
After some shopping around you‟ll find that all of the padi IDC centers will offer a similar price package for the go pro training, so,
what sets BB divers apart …
At BBdivers we have all the required utilities in house! We have a purpose built trainings pool, a cozy traditional Thai classroom
in Bang Bao and one in Lonelybeach, staff instructors on the spot to help you out anytime, our own boats for trainings dives and
lots of students to train with! We can split the training over the 3 islands Koh Chang, Koh Kood or Koh Mak, or you can choose to
stay in Koh Chang for the whole training. We offer a very personal, extensive training, which is fun at the same time. The learning
environment is very relaxed, but the training is very thorough. What we focus on first of all is a good preparation, we refuse to create “robot candidates” who perform all in a similar way, but we make sure you master all needed skills in your own personal style.
We also teach in many different languages, although it is best to take a part of the training in English so you‟ll be familiar with the
terminology once you start teaching. We do not only get you ready to pass the IE (instructor exam), but make sure that you are
ready to start teaching as soon as you get your PADI confirmation mail.
You will have a great time during the IDC and the preparation, you will be an instructor trained up to the best PADI standards, and
you will be ready to start work as soon as the course is finished.
We offer a guarantee pass, if not, then you can take the next IDC for free (if you worked for it that is!)
Another important plus for our IDC is Koh Chang, which is a very nice island to spend some time. The diving is great and the island
is one of the nicest in Thailand. At this point in time it is still a bit of an undiscovered dive location which means that we don‟t have the
huge dive groups like some other popular destinations in Thailand. We have some great rooms or apartments in Bang Bao for our
candidates.
And the biggest 'ace' is of course our BBdivers school. Most people really appreciate the professional environment that we offer
on the boats and in the dive center. We keep our standards high but never forget that people come here to have a good time. That is
why many keep coming back for more….it becomes their home away from home.
Every candidate has a different background and dive experience, so after reading this bit of information, feel free to email or call us
for more detailed info or a personalized planning. The IDC schedule is the same for everyone, but a DM with 100 dives or a DM with
2000 dives will of course need a different preparation. We hope we can train you up to a good DM or a good OWSI, we offer you all
the training and guidance needed to get ready, but the effort to work to become a good dive instructor has to come from you!
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DIVE MASTER (DMT)
Minimum requirements to start the DMT


Min required logged dives 40 to start the training



Min level PADI rescue diver or equivalent



EFR or proof of other first aid training in the last year



Medical statement of good health for diving



Minimum age is 18 years

Short description of DM training
Recommended training is 4 to 6 weeks, the trainee should have a min of 40 dives before starting the course, and min 60 before finishing. All needed dives to finish are included in the DMT, as are the necessary swimming pool sessions. The DMT trains as a dive guide and as an assistant for the instructor. Our trainees get to do all the training while assisting with real students, which is the
best learning process. After a few weeks you get to guide independently. First you guide colleagues and after you are given the ok,
you dive with „real customers‟. We do not give free training in exchange for work, but we also do not take advantage of the DMT as a
free worker. All the time spend here is training, experience, some work of course and lots of fun….. Self study is needed before
the theory sessions, but we do teach all the subjects needed for the exams, physiology, physics, the RDP, dive theory and equipment.
There are 2 exams in total, the passing score is 75%. It is possible to take the 5 dive theory subjects before coming over, this can be
done through padi e learning (www.padi.com).
What do you need?
Dive equipment:
Every DMT should have a full set of dive equipment. If you still have to buy equipment, feel free to ask us for detailed prices. We
have new and secondhand equipment for sale, or we rent out equipment. For a good medium priced new set of equipment you should
count about 65.000 baht (all incl.), but of course you can go as fancy as you want! If you buy second hand it will cost about half this
price, depending on availability.
You will need a BCD, regulator set, suit, fins, mask, snorkel, compass, dive computer, knife and dive torch.
Books: Dm crew pack
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EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONSE INSTRUCTOR (EFRI)can be trained any time
The Emergency First Response Instructor Course provides qualiﬁed individuals with the additional training necessary to teach the
Emergency First Response Primary Care (CPR), Secondary Care (First Aid) and Care for Children courses. The course builds on the
instructor candidates‟ skills as primary and secondary care providers and focuses on developing their instructional abilities trough independent study, classroom sessions and practice teaching assignments. Instructor candidates learn to conduct the Emergency First
Response programs. We train with CPR mannequin, and we are the only diving school on Koh Chang that owns a defibrillator trainer.
Minimum requirements to start the EFRI


Have completed a sanctioned course in adult and child/infant CPR within the past 24 months



Have completed a sanctioned course in basic first aid within the past 24 months



18 years of age

Short description of EFRI
The course takes one to two days depending on the number of candidates. We practice in teaching EFR skills and correcting students, teaching EFR theory and we check on your EFR skill demonstrations. There is an exam to pass about basic EFR knowledge
and the standards. Main parts of the course are:


course overview and standards



Knowledge development



Skill development



Scenario practice

What do you need?
Books: EFRI manual and prepare the knowledge reviews given by IDC center.
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The Padi Assistant (AI) training:
Minimum requirements to start the AI


Min required logged dives 60 to start the training



Min level PADI DM or equivalent



EFR or proof of other first aid training in the last year



Medical statement of good health for diving



Minimum age is 18 years

Short description of AI training
This training takes 4 to 5 days, and can be taken at any time, it is given by staff instructors. The AI is also the first part of the IDC. Candidates who are Assistant instructor already can take this training again during the IDC as an extra preparation.
The training focuses on learning how to teach in the classroom, the swimming pool and in open water.
An AI can give certain specialties and assist with an instructor in teaching courses. As an AI you can also give the theory part of the
open water course. It is a good license to give you plenty of time to prepare for the full IDC.
We teach you theory and then there is the practical training, you learn to teach in the classroom, in confined water and in open
water.
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The Padi OWSI training;
Minimum requirements to start the OWSI


Min required logged dives 60 to start the training, 100 to take the IE



Min level PADI AI or equivalent



EFR or proof of other first aid training in the last year



Medical statement of good health for diving



Minimum age is 18 years

Short description of OWSI training
This is the second part of the IDC, and can only be taken on set dates. By the time we start the OWSI, all candidates should be fully
prepared and ready through taking the AI and the free prep. The full IDC (AI and OWSI) takes 8 to 10 days, first we train up to AI, then
further to OWSI. This is morning training in teaching all the Padi courses, training in classroom teaching, swimming pool teaching and of
course teaching in open water. We also practice more skill demonstration and there is a theory part with exams.
Once the IDC is finished the candidates will be ready to go and take the IE, padi examination for instructors, which takes two days. We
plan the IDC so that the IE runs a few days later, the IE is on Koh Chang, no need for the candidates to travel anywhere.

We teach you theory and practical training, you learn to teach in the classroom, in confined water and in open water
…. And pass you IE!!
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Specialty instructor
As an instructor you will be more valuable if you are able to teach different specialties. It gives a nice variation in the courses that you
will be teaching and it offers an extra challenge and experience. The specialty courses are great fun to teach.
PADI Members qualify for PADI Specialty Instructor ratings either by attending Specialty Instructor Training Courses conducted by a
PADI Course Director or by applying directly to their PADI office. If SI is trained by a CD the specs can be taken at any time during or
after the IDC, for direct application an instructor needs 20 certificates before applying.
Minimum requirements to start the SI
PADI Assistant Instructor or Padi Instructors.
Assistant Instructors may become Specialty Instructors in only those specialty courses that do not include open water dives.
Exception: Both Dive masters and Assistant Instructors may attend Digital Underwater Photographer and Emergency Oxygen Provider
specialty instructor training courses
Exit Requirement; 10 logged dives in the specialty area, as applicable.

Popular specialties are


Nitrox



Deep



Wreck



DUP (digital underwater photography)



Night



Fish aware, coral aware



Navigation



……..
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Master scuba diver trainer (MSDT) and IDC Staff instructor (SI)
MSDT and Staff instructor are professional levels which are proof of experience. As a instructor this gives you more training in different
areas and makes you a more valuable instructor to the diving schools. In order to get to this level you can either train while working and
getting your certs, or you can take the internship package which lets you teach until you reach the necessary certs and training.

MSDT
Min requirements:

PADI Instructor

Five PADI Specialty Instructor ratings

Certified 25 PADI Divers

No more than five from courses without dives.

No more than five from PADI Seal Team or Master Seal Team registrations.

IDC Staff instructor
Min requirements:





Master Scuba Diver Trainer.
Emergency First Response Instructor.
Agree to conduct all PADI certification courses and experience programs using methods consistent with PADI Standards and
philosophy as outlined in the PADI Instructor Manual and PADI‟s Guide to Teaching.
Agree to use the PADI System and components in their entirety.
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PRICES
DMT
Complete IDC
Split IDC

(EFRI, AI and OWSI)
AI
OWSI

EFRI
Specialty instructor (dig photography, Nitrox, …)
MSDT with CD (including the 5 spec Inst training + 1 extra)
Staff Instructor

40.000 baht
50.000 baht*
27.000 baht
27.000 baht
5000 (min 3 p) /8.000 baht ( 1/2per)
5.000 baht (non diving spec.) / 8.000 baht (spec. with diving)
30.000
25.000

* there is 10% reduction for early booking, latest 3 months before IDC

Included;








The full DM training
Or the full EFRI, IDC training
Free preparation for IDC, or
if a candidate does the AI before the IDC, they can take the training again during the IDC without extra payment.
Free use of pool and classroom for training
Free one specialty instructor training during the IDC.
If a candidate fails the IE, or has to stop the training because of a valid reason**, they can take the next IDC without extra payment
Food and drinks during DMT on the boat, during AI and IDC all.

**illness, family problems, dive injury, … Not a valid reason is drinking, partying, crashing your motorbike…..

Not included;





IE and padi fees
books and padi manuals (see price list)
dive equipment
Food and drinks during preparation, apart from the boat days.

Padi fees (paid directly to Padi)








DM
AI
IE
Specialty Instructor application
IDC application
EFRI application
IDC Staff Instructor

196 AU$
105 AUS
865 AU$
88 AU$ (method 1, with CD), 132 AU$ (method 2, no CD)
249 AU$
172 AU$
161 AU$
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Padi books





For our candidates there is ten percent reduction on the padi materials, listed here are original prices.
The all in pack gives you everything you need
All these items are in stock in English, for other languages please order in time. It often takes a few weeks to get them here, there
might be a price difference depending on what language.
The price of books and contence of padi packs changes quite often, check for correct price before ordering please

60145

Deluxe Dive master pack

english

9900

60020

Deluxe Dive master pack

other languages

13900

60038

IDC Pak w/ Guide to Teaching Manual (with backpack)

60141

IDC Pak w/ Guide to Teaching Manual (without Backpack)

22900
19900

For all info mail info@bdivers.com
Or call Kristel

086.155.62.12
0861292305
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PLANNING 2016

DM , AI, and ‘’full package 1’’


Can be trained throughout the year

IDC planning 2017


01 March 2017



15 October 2017

IDC planning 2018


01 March 2018



15 October 2018
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Internship (all incl): Full Package 1non diver to dive master
Training from non diver up to dive master, 10 weeks, 60 dives.
Take the challenge, ready to leave all worries behind, go for a full dive training from open water to Padi dive master, the start
of a new and exciting career……..
The full BB package 1 is exactly what the name says, we train you from non -diver up to dive master, all training, accommodation,
books, a full set of brand new dive equipment included, guaranteed minimum 60 dives
Be sure that these will be 10 exciting weeks you‟ll remember for a lifetime….

Details, included:


All dive training from open water to dive master.



All padi books



All certificates (not the dm membership to Padi once dmt is finished)



Food and drinks on the boat during trainings days



A full set of brand new equipment. This set is a basic and very good quality combination. The BCD is scubapro T-one, scubapro
regulator set MK2/R190, long wetsuit deep blue, mask malibu deep blue with snorkel sharky, boots, fins open heel,, Suunto dive
computer Zoop, compass Mk7



Accommodation for ten weeks in a comfortable fan room with attached bathroom, walking distance from Bbdivers main office in
Bang Bao.



Lots of dives and lots of fun.

Continued on next page...
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Notes


A minimum of 25% needs to be paid as deposit to confirm the booking. No refunds, if the full amount is prepaid, then the rest of
the amount is refunded in case of a valid reason for cancelation. The full payment needs to be finished at start of the course.



If a candidate cannot continue the course because of a health problems, there is the possibility to continue on a later date.



If the candidate would like to have the padi manuals to prepare, we can sent them over after payment of deposit and the postal
fee (about 1500 baht, depending on home country)



The equipment set is a good quality medium priced dive set. We need an estimate of sizes in order to have the equipment in
stock on the time of starting the course. If the candidate wishes to upgrade part or all of the dive equipment, this is possible if the
surplus is paid.



Upgrade to an aircon room is an extra payment of 8000 baht



Most PADI exist in many languages, not all though. So, if books need to be ordered in another language we can check this out
and let you know availability, some books are about 10% more expensive, this is an extra payment



Prices are valid for 2017-18, might have a slight change in padi prices January 2018..

Extra info
During the dive training almost all expenses are covered, what more will spend…?


Your flight here



Food and drinks on not diving days and in the evening. Life in Thailand is cheap, for Thai food you ll spent max 100 baht on a
meal, for western food a bit more…



Nights out are as cheap or expensive as you want to make them….

Transport .… for and during the diving course all transport is included. If you would like to be mobile on the island it is possible to rent a
motorbike for about 3000 to 5000 baht month. There are also local taxi s (songthaew) if you prefer not to risk the mountainous roads of
Koh chang on a motorbike…

Price :
140000 Baht
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Internship (all incl):Full Package 2non diver to dive instructor
Training from non diver up to dive instructor, 6 months, 100 dives.
We need to plan a minimum of 6 months, this because a Padi dive instructor needs to be a diver since min. 6 months before being able
to become instructor. Trainings wise this gives us plenty of time to get you ready and to get the minimum dives that are required. During
the 6 months we plan a few weeks free to take a break between the diving, travel around, relax or practise and dive more, up to the candidates! If a candidate is already an open water diver when starting the we can count for a shorter time, about 4 months is plenty, then
there is a reduction on the total price.

Details, included:


full package 1



Experience as DM, getting to min. 100 dives



Free dives during trainings time



IDC preparation and full IDC, IE



IDC books



All padi payments



Food and drinks during the day whilst training and on the boat, not on non training days.



Lodging for 6 months, same standard as package1, aircon extra payment is 24.000

Notes
See full package 1, page 14

Price :
295.000 Baht
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Internship (all incl): Full Package 3

non diver to IDC Staff instructor

Training from non diver up to IDC staff instructor, 10 months, 150 dives.
Go all the way from non diver to top of the Padi ladder. As an IDC staff instructor you are one of the best trained
instructors there is. This license is proof of experience and training and is a guarantee for good job opportunities.
Details, included:


Full package 2



Experience as instructor, getting to min of MSDT and of 25 certs to become a staff instructor.



Free dives during trainings time



MSDT training in the specialties of choice, and staff IDC training during a second IDC (after your initial one to become instructor.)



use of course director manual and IDC lesson guides



All padi payments



Food and drinks during the day whilst training and on the boat, not on non training days.



Lodging for 10 months, same standard as package1, aircon extra payment is 40.000 the ten months

Notes
See full package 1, page 14

Price :
405.000 Baht
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Contact / address

BB divers
BB divers Koh Chang, main office: Bang Bao pier 16/2 Koh Chang, 23170 Trat
info@bbdivers.com
+66(0)86.155.62.12 / 086.129.23.05
BB divers Koh Mak:

Kohmak@bbdivers.com
+66 (0)926022260

BB divers Koh Kood:

kohkood@bbdivers.com
+66(0)822206002
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